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Introduction

Fake news is playing an increasingly dominant role in spreading 
misinformation by influencing people’s perceptions or knowledge to distort 
their awareness and decision-making. 

The growth of social media and online forums has spurred the spread of fake 
news causing it to easily blend with truthful information. 

This study provides a novel text analytics–driven approach to fake news 
detection for reducing the risks posed by fake news consumption.
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Problem Definition

Problem domain: Artificial intelligence and Natural language processing

In this project, we propose a solution to the problem as discussed in previous slide. 

The main purpose of the model is to solve the problem of fake news pertaining to a 
general category that may include categories like political, social media, sports, media 
industry, education, crimes, science and technology etc. In this project we are classifying 
fake news based on purely linguistic features.

Characteristics of Fake News:
● Misleading tonality
● Exploits cognitive ability of the reader
● Malicious intention
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The problem

● “Fake news” real and 
imagined

● Misleading clickbait 

● Social media outrage

● International espionage

● How do we keep the internet 
free of social and political 
manipulation?

Reference - AreYouFakeNews?

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1wwnTx0hKB2MJXGPBHbAzElQnCPKH4UFicfnrzsxQG2g/edit#slide=id.p5


Whose responsibility is it to police the internet?
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Social media & online news readership
• UK (2017) Facebook or Twitter used by (ONS):

• 66% of population.

• 96% of 16-24 year olds.

Reference - Detection and Resolution of Rumors and Misinformation with NLP

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/householdcharacteristics/homeinternetandsocialmediausage/bulletins/internetaccesshouseholdsandindividuals/2017
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ZBVPtHcVgJW2c_ibrdVuoCH7sU9ha8NS7Fq9GCnBnls/edit#slide=id.p


Breaking news in the early days on Twitter

Reference - Detection and Resolution of Rumors and Misinformation with NLP

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ZBVPtHcVgJW2c_ibrdVuoCH7sU9ha8NS7Fq9GCnBnls/edit#slide=id.p


Picked up by news organisations

Reference - Detection and Resolution of Rumors and Misinformation with NLP

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ZBVPtHcVgJW2c_ibrdVuoCH7sU9ha8NS7Fq9GCnBnls/edit#slide=id.p


News often break online first

London riots

Arab spring

Reference - Detection and Resolution of Rumors and Misinformation with NLP

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ZBVPtHcVgJW2c_ibrdVuoCH7sU9ha8NS7Fq9GCnBnls/edit#slide=id.p


But not everything is true

Reference - Detection and Resolution of Rumors and Misinformation with NLP

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ZBVPtHcVgJW2c_ibrdVuoCH7sU9ha8NS7Fq9GCnBnls/edit#slide=id.p


But not everything is true

FAKE (not taken on the day)



But not everything is true



But not everything is true

REAL



Stories are 
sometimes 

used 
repeatedly



Incidents
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Incidents



Terrorist attacks



Terrorist attacks



Terrorist attacks



Dealing with misinformation: Terminology

● Misinformation: inaccurate, no intent to deceive.

● Disinformation: inaccurate, there is intent to deceive.

● Hoaxes: false story used to masquerade the truth, originating from the verb hocus, meaning “to cheat”

● Fake News: fabricated news articles (?)

● Rumours: piece of information that starts of as an unverified statement. Might be eventually resolved.

Reference - Detection and Resolution of Rumors and Misinformation with NLP

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ZBVPtHcVgJW2c_ibrdVuoCH7sU9ha8NS7Fq9GCnBnls/edit#slide=id.p


Dealing with misinformation: Terminology
● Misinformation

● Disinformation

● Hoaxes

● Fake News

● Rumours

Always false.

Starts of as unverified. Can be proven true / false, or remain 
unverified.
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Veracity vs credibility

● Veracity: the quality of being true.

Objective, e.g. true / false.

● Credibility: the quality that somebody/something has that makes people believe or trust 
them.

Subjective, based on perceptions, e.g. credible / non-credible.



Given the extensive availability of data related to fake news, it is within grasp to be able to apply create a model that 
implements algorithms based on the source of the news. 

There is no common platform that is currently known that has the implementation of source specific algorithms. 
Methods to detect fake news exist but none of them fully integrate different models into one.

Literature Review

Paper Abstract

A Survey on Natural Language Processing for Fake News 
Detection

Fake news detection is a critical yet challenging problem 
in Natural Language Processing (NLP). The rapid rise of 
social networking platforms has not only yielded a vast 
increase in information accessibility but has also 
accelerated the spread of fake news.

A Deep Ensemble Framework for Fake News Detection 
and Classification

Fake news, rumor, incorrect information, and 
misinformation detection are nowadays crucial issues as 
these might have serious consequences for our social 
fabrics

 Automatic Fake News Detection Model Based on 
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers 
(BERT)

News currently spreads rapidly through the internet. 
Because fake news stories are designed to attract readers, 
they tend to spread faster. For most readers, detecting 
fake news can be challenging and such readers usually 
end up believing that the fake news story is fact.



Functional Requirements

● Prediction of falseness in the data 
● Identification of frequent sources 

of non-credible news
● User feedback and access to the 

results

SRS

Non-functional requirements

● Accuracy

● Performance

● Scalability

● Maintainability
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Implementation details
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Figure 1: Architecture
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Figure 2: Architecture



Cloud infrastructure support  and Machine learning model deploy: AWS EC2 instance 

 

Programming language: Python 

Library: Tensorflow PyTorch  

Platform: 

Google colab

Visual studio code

Technologies used 

Keras 

Fronted application: Streamlit

Web server : Nginx

Web framework: Flask, WSGI Server: Gunicorn



Software Test Document
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No. Test Case Name

1 Data Preparation Dataset

2 Input Interface

3 Classification Deep Learning model

4 Display Interface

5 Complete Application Unit Testing

Integration Testing

Usability Testing



Conclusion & Future Scope

In this project, we performed an attempt to verify the news articles credibility 
depending on their characteristics. At this aim, we implemented an algorithm 
combining several classification methods with text models. It performed well, and 
the accuracy results were relatively satisfying.

As future work, we plan to better study the combination between the feature 
extraction methods and the classifiers as we will be able to choose the text 
representation model that performs best with the classifier. Moreover, to achieve 
a higher accuracy, we will include meta-data, calculate the credibility of the 
publisher and include that as a feature to classification framework.
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Heet sakaria Developer, Data analyst Developing ML Model, Strategic decision 
making, Developing backend code

Vedang parasnis Developer, Tester     Developing ML Model, Documentation, 
sharing ideas 

Hritik Jaiswal Developer, Designer Fronted application, Developing ML Model,
Building & Deploy ML Model

https://github.com/heet9022
https://github.com/vedangparasnis
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